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Hello! 

The world is becoming more and more connected, and both 
academia and the industry also look abroad when searching 
for candidates to fill positions. Over the past years we have 
seen an increasing interest in DORS from foreigners living in 
Denmark and practicing operations research. Our annual con-
ference, Applications of Optimization, has been in English for 
many years and the board has now decided to slowly move 
the communication of DORS into English to welcome more 

people into our society. This means that the board is now communicating in English 
internally and aiming towards having our communication and events in English. We 
hope this will encourage even more non-Danish-speaking people to be involved in 
DORS! 

Involvement is an important part of keeping our organization relevant and I hope 
that all members will continue to be so, for example by giving a presentation at a 
DORS-event, writing an article to ORbit or joining the board (many of our members 
have done all three things :-) ). 

Happy reading!

Michael Lindahl

President of DORS

Leder.
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Indhold

Här kommer ett nytt ansikte på sidan 3, Elina Rönnberg heter 
jag och sedan ett par år tillbaka har jag varit verksam i styrel-
sen för SOAF, senast som vice ordförande. 

När frågan kom om jag var intresserad av att ta över rollen 
som ordförande i SOAF hade det inte gått lång tid sedan vi 
arrangerade vår konferens hösten 2015. Med en kvarstående 
energi och inspiration från att ha träffat alla deltagare och lys-
snat på OA-föredrag från såväl akademiska som industriella 
representanter var det svårt att inte känna en vilja till att fortsätta bidra till SOAFs 
verksamhet. 

”Bättre beslut” – vem vill inte göra det? ”Akademi och industri tillsammans” – själv-
klart!

För mig handlar OA om att vandra som en kameleont mellan verkliga beslutspro-
blem, matematik och implementationsarbete. Min fasta punkt har jag vid Avdelnin-
gen för Optimeringslära, Matematiska institutionen, Linköpings universitet, men för 
tillfället är jag även verksam som specialist i optimeringslära hos Saab Aeronautics.

För SOAFs del har hösten inletts med att vår intressegrupp för järnväg och kol-
lektivtrafik har hållit ett möte med Statens väg- och transportforskningsinstitut (VTI) 
som värd. Programmet bjöd på en demonstration av körsimulatorn för tåg och pre-
sentationer från VTI, SICS, KTH och LiU. Mer om intressegruppen för järnväg och 
kollektivtrafik finns att läsa på vår hemsida. SOAF har resurser att stödja fler intres-
segrupper. Är du verksam inom ett område där det finns underlag för en ny grupp 
är du välkommen att kontakta någon i styrelsen! 

Avslutningsvis vill jag ta chansen att å styrelsens vägnar tacka Markus Bohlin för 
allt han bidragit med under sina år som ordförande för SOAF. Vi är glada över att 
Markus är fortsatt aktiv i styrelsen och vi tar med oss resultatet av hans arbete och 
den energi han skapat också framöver!

Hälsningar

Elina Rönnberg

Ordförande SOAF

Svenska operationsanalysföreningen
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SOAF’ 
foretagsmedlemmar

• Chalmers Tekniska Högskola
• FOI
• Högskolan i Skövde
• Industrial Optimizers AB
• Jeppesen
• KTH, Trafik och logistik
• LiU Kommunikations- och transportsystem (KTS)
• LiU Optimeringslära
• LiU Produktionsekonomi
• Preference 
• Riiplan
• Samtrafiken i Sverige AB
• Schemagi AB
• SJ AB
• Sweco TransportSystem AB
• Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS)
• Trafikverket
• Transrail Sweden AB

Medlemsavgifter:

• Individuell medlemmar (inkl. ORbit):   160 kr
• Juniormedlem (exkl. ORbit): 80 kr
• Akademiska institutioner: 1600 kr
• Företag med 1-5 intressenter: 1600 kr
• Företag med 6-10 intressenter: 3200 kr
• Företag med fler än 10 intressenter: 4800 kr

Svenska Operationsanalysföreningen

Betala in på postgiro: 19 94 48-2 

e-mail: nymedlem@soaf.se

Internet: www.soaf.se

Aktuellt om SOAF

Skriv til ORbit!

Send dit bidrag til editor@dorsnet.dk
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DORS har eksisteret i over 50 år og 
derfor er der muligvis ikke så mange 
som kan huske, hvordan det hele star-
tede. Vi forsøger i denne artikel at stykke 
historier og referencer sammen for at 
give et – forhåbentligt nogenlunde kor-
rekt – overblik over DORS’ historie.

Operationsanalyse kom til Danmark i 
1950erne, da Erik Johnsen (Handels-
højskolen i København – nu Copenha-
gen Business School) og Arne Jensen 
(KTAS) startede en OR studiegruppe. 
Johnsen blev introduceret til OR tidli-
gere, da han studerede på Princeton 
University. Bjerre Lavesen kom med i 
studiegruppen, der til at begynde med 
blev døbt OR-mik. Herefter fulgte C. 
Gudmundson fra DTU, og Niels Ivar 
Bech, Poul Sveistrup og Aage Melbye 
fra Regnecentralen.

Jensen og Johnsen deltog i konferencen 
”The First International Conference on 
Operations Research” i Oxford i 1957, 
hvor IFORS (International Federation 
of Operational Research Societies) blev 
grundlagt. Dette ansporede Jensen og 
Johnsen til at grundlægge et dansk sel-
skab for operationsanalyse.

Grundlæggelsen af 
Dansk Selskab for 
Operationsanalyse (DORS)

Tilbage i Danmark voksede interessen 
for OR. Arne Jensen blev professor på 
DTU og startede IMSOR (Institute of 
Mathematical Statistics and Operations 
Research) på DTU i starten af 1960erne. 
I 1962, cirka samme tidspunkt som 
Jensen blev professor, arrangerede han 
en konference på Rolighed i Nordsjæl-

land. Her blev Dansk Selskab for Opera-
tionsanalyse (DORS – Danish Society of 
Operations Research) grundlagt – den 
21. august 1962. Den første formand 
var Jensen. Johnsen var sekretær og 
Melbye kasserer. Formålet med DORS 
var – og er – at fremme operationsana-
lyse i Danmark, både i forskning og i 
erhvervslivet. Derudover gjorde DORS 
det muligt at blive medlem af IFORS og 
andre OR selskaber og organisationer. I 
løbet af foreningens første leveår havde 
DORS 60 medlemmer. 

Efter nogle lidt stille år i 1970erne og 
1980erne, begyndte interessen for OR 
for alvor at stige i 1990erne, ikke mindst 
som computerkraft blev mere og mere 
tilgængelig. Nu kunne fordelene ved OR 
udnyttes bredt i forskning og erhvervs-
livet. Dette gjorde også, at forskning 
i metoder og anvendelse for alvor 
begyndte at blomstre.

Operationsanalyse i dag

I dag er OR et fremtrædende forsknings-
felt og et anerkendt værktøj i erhvervs-
livet. I Danmark er der adskillige forsk-
ningsgrupper i OR, bl.a. på Aarhus 
Universitet, Syddansk Universitet, Aal-
borg Universitet, Danmarks Tekniske 
Universitet, Københavns Universitet, IT 
universitetet og Copenhagen Business 
School. DORS har gennem mange år 
ligget stabilt med cirka 200 medlemmer, 
herunder over 170 personlige medlem-
mer, 8 Universitetsmedlemmer og over 
10 Virksomhedsmedlemmer. DORS’ 
årlige konference ”Applications of Opti-
mization” tiltrækker op til 50 deltagere 
fra forskningsmiljøerne og erhvervslivet. 
Operationsanalyse anvendes i dag bredt 

i Danmark. For eksempel anvendes OR 
til at løse logistiske udfordringer indenfor 
sundhed, transport (inkl. luftfart og ship-
ping), energi og uddannelse. 

Referencer

• Jesper Larsen: ”Dansk OR-pionér 
bliver æresmedlem”, Interview of Erik 
Johnsen, ORbit nr. 2, 2002.
• Jesper Larsen: ”Operations Research 
in Denmark - now more than 40 years 
of active research”, Orbit Xtra, August 
2003.
• ”Dansk Datahistorisk Museum: Niels 
Ivar Bech - en epoke i edb-udviklingen 
i Danmark”. http://datamuseum.dk/site_
dk/rc/NIB/kap27.shtml

Dansk Selskab for Operationsanalyse

Af Mette Gamst

Mette Gamst er datalog fra DIKU 
og PhD i Operationsanalyse fra 
DTU. Efter nogle år som forsker i 
anvendt operationsanalyse, star-
tede hun i 2013 som Systemanaly-
tiker hos Energinet.dk. Her er hun 
bl.a. projektleder for Sifre og arbej-
der gene-
relt med 
operations-
analyse og 
analyser af 
energisyste-
met.
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Street sweeping practices around the world are 
very different and are very location specific. They 
are affected by the characteristics of the location (ex: 
urban or rural), the political and social systems, the availa-
ble resources, and the work rules in the country. The street 
sweeping practices in the municipality of Copenhagen are 
consistent with the general practices of an urban street 
sweeping system, but are characterized by two specific cha-
racteristics: a union-enforced practice of requiring that drivers 

be back to the main depot at fixed times to 
take a set of breaks; other than the requirement 

to be back at the depot to replenish the vehicle’s water tank 
when needed. 

Like any other public entity, and due to restrictive public bud-
gets, the aim of the municipality of Copenhagen is to reduce 
the total cost of its sweeping operations by running a very 
effective and efficient service using the limited resources it 

owns, all while maintaining a certain 
level of service that keeps citizens 
satisfied and workers content with the 
amount and pressure of work they have 
to do within a workday.

This article presents the work done as 
part of my Msc Thesis at the Technical 
University of Denmark in collaboration 
with the municipality of Copenhagen 
in order to enhance and optimize their 
street sweeping operations.

Current sweeping 
practices

The municipality of Copenhagen is 
divided into three large service areas, 
each serviced by a central depot where 
all municipal vehicles, including street 
sweepers, are located. Each of the three 
areas is further divided into sub-areas 
serviced by a subset of the vehicles at 
the depot, which are districted into dif-
ferent districts for each day of the week. 
These districts are serviced by the assig-
ned vehicles without any subsequent 
route planning, where the sweeping is 

Optimizing street sweeping in the municipality 

of Copenhagen

By Hani Zbib

Figure 1. Municipal areas of Copenhagen.

Winner of the 

DORS-price 2015 !
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done based on the empirical know-hows of sweeper perso-
nals and on traffic conditions.

All available sweeper vehicles are double capacitated 
vehicles, collecting dirt into a dirt tank and spraying water on 
the streets from a water tank. The water tank is much more 
critical in terms of capacity than the dirt tank, and the fleet of 
vehicle available is a highly heterogeneous vehicle fleet. 

Moreover, the street sweeping practices in Copenhagen are 
characterized by specific workday requirements imposed by 
the workers’ unions, stipulating that all sweeper personnel 
must be back to the central depot at fixed times twice per day 
for a 30 min coffee break and a 30 min lunch break.

Problem identification and operation 
considerations

The focus of the study was restricted to the central area in 
Copenhagen, where three major operational deficiencies 
were identified in the sweeping process:

1. The division of the big area into sub-areas meant that the 
vehicles servicing the sub-area furthest from the central depot 
traversed a long stretch to the sub-area without servicing any 
streets (called deadheading)

2. The central depot is located outside the service area, and in 
the event that a vehicle at the extremity of a sub-area needed 
to refill its water tank or come back to the central depot to take 
a break, it will deadhead a long stretch back to the central 
depot

3. The fact that the sweeper personnel are required to come 
back to the depot for the coffee and the lunch breaks, meant 
that the vehicle actually deadheaded from its sub-area to the 
central depot at least six times per day

In order to counter these operational deficiencies and make 
the process more efficient, two operational considerations 
were introduced:

1. The sub-areas were aggregated into one large service area 
serviced by all vehicles at the central depot, in order to reduce 
deadheading from the depot to the sub-areas
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2. The concept of intermediate facilities (IF) was introdu-
ced, corresponding to different existing municipal facilities 
within the service area where the vehicles can replenish the 
water tank and/or take their coffee break. The introduction of 
intermediate facilities for capacity and break considerations 
should, in practice, allow for shorter deadheading by going 
to the nearest facility instead of going back to the main depot

Problem description

Based on the characteristics of the street sweeping practices 
in the municipality of Copenhagen and the newly introduced 
operational considerations, the problem was modeled as a 
Capacitated Arc Routing Problem with Intermediate Facilities 
and Multiple Length Restrictions (CMARPIF), falling under the 
umbrella of capacitated arc routing problems [1], and is an 
extension of the CARP with intermediate facilities and total 
length restriction of [2].

The objective of the CMARPIF is to minimize the total dead-
heading cost of all vehicles, subject to the following con-
straints:

• Arc Service Constraints: every required arc is serviced by 
exactly one vehicle

• Flow Conservation Constraints: The sum of arcs entering a 
node should be equal to the sum of arcs exiting the node (for 
every vehicle and every node)

• Main Depot Constraints: a route should start and end at the 
main depot (for every route)

• Capacity Constraints: the total cumulative demand between 
two successive capacity intermediate facilities in a route 
should not exceed the vehicle capacity assigned to the route 
(for every route) (check figure 2.a)

• Break Constraints: The total cumulative time at a break inter-
mediate facility that is used to take a break should not exceed 
the start time of the next break (check figure 2.b)

Solution approach

In order to solve the CMARPIF, a hybrid GRASP methodo-
logy was developed, consisting of a randomized construction 
phase, followed by a Large Neighborhood Search phase. The 

Figure 2. Illustration of the capacity and break constraints.
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construction phase constructs initial solutions based on the 
Path Scanning algorithm of Golden & Wong [1] adapted to 
the CMARPIF by considering three feasibility checks (capa-
city check, returning to an IF for breaks, and returning to the 
central depot at the end of the route within the total workday 
time), and by considering six evaluation strategies: the min 
and max demand/cost ratio, the min and max distance to a 
water IF, and the min and max distance to a break IF.

A Large Neighborhood Search is then applied on the set of best 
initial solutions obtained in the previous phase, consisting of a 
route-first-cluster-second (RFCS) strategy. A subset of routes 
in the initial solution is destroyed, and the RFCS constructs 
giant RPP routes respecting the total workday length for every 
route destroyed, and goes on to making the giant RPP routes 
feasible in terms of capacity and break constraints by introdu-
cing water and break intermediate facilities where needed. A 
run of the Large Neighborhood Search on one initial solution 
is executed for different permutations of routes and a varying 
number of destroyed routes.

Figure 3. Copenhagen central area street network.

Data description

The input data used corresponds to the street network of the 
central area of Copenhagen, consisting of 1579 nodes, 4606 
arcs, out of which 1750 were required arcs that need to be 
swept. Three water IFs were introduced along with two gene-
ral IFs (used for both water and break). 

The total workday length was considered to be of six hours, 
with a coffee break at the hour and a half mark and a lunch 
break at the three hours mark. The heterogeneous fleet of 
vehicle at the central depot consists of four types of vehicles 
totaling six vehicles, varying in the size of the water tank, with 
the difference in size between the smallest and the biggest 
vehicle being up to 6 times. Three instances were considered, 
using the same street network and workday characteristics, 
but varying by the water demand of each arc, with a wet, a 
semi-wet, and a dry season, increasing in the water demand 
per arc respectively. 
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Hani Zbib holds an MSc degree in Transportation and 
Business Logistics from the Technical University of Den-
mark (DTU) and is currently a 
PhD fellow at Aarhus University 
(AU) at the section of Logistics 
at the department of Econo-
mics and Business Economics. 
The focus of his research is on 
transportation issues in waste 
management and on transport 
routing problems.

Results in the context of street sweeping

The algorithm was run for the time horizon of 9 hours, which 
is a typical time horizon for an overnight run of a planning pro-
blem where the best solution possible is more important than 
the run time of the problem. The algorithm was able to find a 
feasible solution that services the whole network in the time 
horizon of one workday for all three instances, as opposed 
to servicing the network over the course of one week, as is 
the current practice. These results have proven to the muni-
cipality of Copenhagen that with a few strategic non-costly 
operational changes in their street sweeping practices, such 
as introducing intermediate facilities for both water and break 
purposes and aggregating the areas of service, and that the 
usage of software-based optimization tools for the route plan-
ning process can save time and money, resources which can 
be put into use elsewhere.

References

[1] Golden, B. L. and Wong, R. T. (1981). Capacitated arc rou-
ting problems. Networks, 11(3):305 - 315.

[2] Ghiani, G., Guerriero, F., Laporte, G., and Musmanno, R. 
(2004). Tabu search heuristics for the arc routing problem with 
intermediate facilities under capacity and length restrictions. 
Journal of Mathematical Modelling and Algorithms, 3(3):209 
- 223.
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If you did not participate the annual Appli-
cations Of Optimization (AOO) meeting, 
you missed a great event! AOO is a net-
working and inspirational event that the 
Danish OR Society organises every year 
for his members. Held at Industriens Hus 
in Copenhagen, AOO gives the partici-
pants a chance to network with the other 
members and to hear talks from both 
local and international speakers.

This year AOO was held on the 3rd of May exhibiting a total 
of six speakers. Three of the talks were from local Danish 
industries. Anders Dohn and Tor Justesen, from Copenhagen 
Optimization, presented how operations research is applied 
in real-world airport planning. Karsten Nygaard Henriksen 
showed us how complex the planning of psychiatric patient 
can be, and presented how QUAMPO is talking this problem. 
The meeting had also his share of lively discussions when 
Claudia Billing for ISS gave her critics on how operations 
research consultancy can go wrong.

This year, AOO had the pleasure to invite Geir Hasle from 
SINTEF (Norway), who gave an inspiring talk about the chal-
lenges and opportunities of a research life between the acade-
mic and the industrial world. Another great presentation was 
given by Bart van Riessen from Europe Container Terminals 

(ECT, Rotterdam). He showed how ECT is revolutionizing the 
way hinterland transportation and its revenue is managed in a 
container terminal by using analytics and operations research.

The day terminated with the new DTU Intelligent Transport 
System (ITS) professor, Francisco Pereira, giving a teaser 
on how the world of analytics and operations research can 
interface and help ITS crunch though all the data produced by 
smart sensors and the internet.

Beside from all the inspiring talks, the meeting gave plenty of 
time to the participants to enjoy a gourmet meal and network 
with the other DORS members. Participants of this year’s 
AOO came from companies such as Maersk Line, Dong 
Energy, MaCom, Optivation, IBM, Copenhagen Optimization 
and more. Also, all the technical Danish universities were pre-
sent. 

The board of DORS and the organizers of AOO 2016, would 
like to thank all the participants and the speakers that have 
made AOO a success. Particular thanks go to our sponsors: 
Mosek, LocalSolver and the Institute of Mathematics from 
Copenhagen University.

As I said, if you did not participate to this year’s AOO you 
missed out! Join us in AOO 2017!

By Dario Picino

Application Of Optimization 2016

AOO 2016. Speaker: Bart van Riessen from Europe Container Terminals (ECT, Rotterdam).
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Using optimization to make better plans 

for cancer treatment

By Björn Morén

Figure 1: Treatment session.

advantage of brachytherapy compared to external radiation 
therapy is that it allows for a higher dose to the tumour, and 
that there is less uncertainty in the locality of the tumour and 
organs at risk. There are two main types of brachytherapy: 
low dose rate where the radiation source is placed in the body 
permanently, and high dose rate where the radiation source is 
removed after treatment. This article is about high dose rate 
brachytherapy and how mathematical optimization can be 
used in the dose planning. 

Prostate cancer is the most common type of cancer in Sweden 
and it is common in all developed countries. It is usually treated 
with either surgery or radiation therapy, which can be external 
radiation therapy, brachytherapy, or both. In the latter, a small 
source of radiation is placed within the body, either inside or 
nearby the tumour. The aim with the treatment is generally 
to give a dose that is high enough to the tumour while at the 
same time make sure that the dose to nearby organs, refer-
red to as organs at risk, is not higher than necessary. The 

The research described here is part of an interdisciplinary 
project on using mathematical optimization for planning of 
brachytherapy for prostate cancer. It started in 2006 and 
Åsa Holm did her PhD in the project from 2008 to 2013, 
supervised by Torbjörn Larsson, Professor in Optimization 
at the Department of Mathematics at Linköping University, 
and Åsa Carlsson Tedgren, Associate Professor in Medical 
Radiation Physics at the Department of Medical and Health 
at Linköping University, and Medical Physicist at Karolinska 
University Hospital. They are still leading the project and it 
now continues with PhD student Björn Morén. There is a 
close collaboration with clinics and the aim of the project is to 
improve methods used clinically. 
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Treatment

A treatment session with brachytherapy 
starts with the patient being anesthe-
tised. Images are taken using e.g. CT 
(computed tomography) or ultrasound, 
either during the session or beforehand, 
and the tumour and organs at risk are 
marked by a physician. The images are 
used for deciding where to place cathe-
ters, which are hollow needles, inside 
the tumour. With the given catheter pla-
cement the dose planning is then made. 
The catheters are divided into sections, 
called dwell positions and the dose plan 
tells how long the radiation source will 
dwell at each position, known as dwell 
times. This in turn decides how much 
radiation that is delivered to the tumour 
and organs at risk. To measure the 
received radiation the treated volume 
is discretised into entities called dose 
points. At each dose point the radiation 
dose is calculated by summing the dose 
contributions from all dwell positions.

To give a rough estimate, 15-25 cathe-
ters are used with in total 200-400 dwell 
positions. The tumour and organs at risk 
are modelled with at least a few thou-
sand dose points in total. 

physician’s experience, but the placement decision can also 
be included in the dose planning. Dose plans are made with 
either forward or inverse planning. Forward planning is an ite-
rative process, where a dose plan is constructed by a physi-
cian and evaluated with respect to the objectives of the treat-
ment. If it is not good enough the physician modifies the plan 
until it is. With inverse planning, the process is reversed, so 
that the first step is to decide upon evaluation targets. Then 
a dose plan is constructed with the attempt to satisfy these 
targets.

A means for clinical evaluation of dose plans that has been 
shown to correlate well with the outcome of the treatment is 
based on the concept of dosimetric indices. For the tumour it 
measures the portion of the volume that gets at least a spe-
cific dose level. Clinically the aim is that at least 95% of the 
tumour volume should receive at least a dose equal to the 
prescribed dose. There is a corresponding dosimetric index 
for organs at risk where the portion of the volume that gets at 
most a specified dose level is measured. If the portion of the 
volume that receives the correct dose is large enough, then 
the dose to the rest of the volume is not regarded at all.

Figure 3 shows a graph over the dose distribution in the 

Figure 2: View from a planning tool.

Dose planning

Dose plans are usually visualised by using coloured images, 
as shown in Figure 2. In the upper part we see a vertical cross 
section of the prostate which is coloured according to dose 
level. The red colour means a high dose while blue shows 
areas with low dose, and green is somewhere in between. 
Dots with colour represent dwell positions and the dose is 
obviously highest around these points. There are two signi-
ficant organs at risk in the picture, rectum and urethra. The 
rectum is marked under the prostate and the area in the 
middle of the prostate with no radiation is the urethra. In the 
lower part we have a horizontal cross section in which vertical 
lines represent catheters. 

The placement of catheters is usually chosen based on the 
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tumour, which is used to give a good overview of a dose plan. 
The graph is constructed by calculating, for each dose level, 
how large portion of the volume that receives at least this 
dose. It is called a cumulative Dose Volume Histogram (DVH) 
and it is related to dosimetric indices in the way that each point 
on the histogram is the value of a dosimetric index for the 
specific dose level. Ideally we want the portion of the tumour 
that receives at least the prescribed dose to be 100% and the 
portion to get more than the prescribed dose to be 0%, but 
in practice it is not possible to construct such a plan, due to 
geometric aspects.

Optimization

Why is it then interesting to use mathematical optimization to 
find dose plans? As it is used today, it helps constructing a 
dose plan faster, which in turn allows the physician to try dif-
ferent priorities to find a dose plan that satisfies the evaluation 
targets as well as possible. Further on, the final dose plan is 
less dependent on the skill of the planning physician and dose 
plans become more similar between clinics. Since the plan-
ning is commonly done while the patient is anesthetised it is 

important to be able to find a plan within a short time, usually 
30 minutes.

A simple and established way to construct an optimization 
model for dose planning is to define a preferred dose interval 
for each dose point and to penalise deviations from this dose 
interval. All the deviations are weighted together using penalty 
parameters to prioritise. To find good dose plans there is a 
need to manually tune these parameters. The resulting optimi-
zation model is linear and thus easy to solve, and is referred to 
as the linear penalty model. When it was proposed in 2001, it 
was one of the first optimization models for inverse planning of 
brachytherapy, and it is widely used clinically. While speed is a 
merit of the model there is room for improvement with respect 
to quality of dose plans, such as clinical evaluation targets, 
that are not explicitly included in the model.

A more recent approach, from 2009, is to explicitly incorpo-
rate dosimetric indices in the model. This is more direct since 
it is these indices that are used for clinical evaluation, and 
thus we are optimizing the most important aspects of the dose 
plans. The resulting optimization problem is very hard to solve 

Figure 3: Cumulative DVH-diagram.
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in practice, because it includes a binary indicator variable for 
each dose point, which gives a non-convex problem. The 
combination of clinical usefulness and computational difficulty 
make it an interesting research topic and it is part of our ongo-
ing research.

An example from the literature of an optimization model with 
dosimetric indices is where the objective function maximises 
the portion of the tumour that receives at least the prescribed 
dose, while for each organ at risk there is a constraint, which 
is a bound on a dosimetric index, where it is specified how 
large portion of the volume that must receive a dose that is 
below an upper bound.

Since the linear penalty model is widely used in practice it 
is natural to compare it with a model with dosimetric indices, 
which we would like to use in practice. We can see that there 
is a difference in transparency. The model with dosimetric 
indices have the same objective as when clinically evaluating 
dose plans. In contrast, in the linear penalty model there are 
penalty parameters for each dose point and these have no 
clear clinical interpretation. This makes it harder for a planning 
physician to use the model. 

Ongoing research

We have found in practical studies that dose plans obtained 
with the linear penalty model have low correlation with dosi-
metric indices, in the sense that a better objective function 
value in the linear penalty model does not necessarily give 
better values for dosimetric indices. In ongoing research we 
study this observation from a theoretical point of view. We 
can show that solutions to the linear penalty model can be 
expected to be close to the ones from a linear programming 
relaxation of a model with dosimetric indices, and thus if the 
linear programming solution is far from being integral it will 
show poor values for dosimetric indices.

A dose plan can satisfy the evaluation criteria in total but it 
might still have some unpreferred properties. If a volume 
where the dose is high is too large, a medical condition called 
necrosis can occur. This is when all the tissue in the volume 
dies and the volume is too large for the body to be able to take 
care of the healing by itself. Instead surgery is often needed to 
remove such tissue. An ongoing research topic is to develop 
a measure that takes spatiality of dose into account and to 
incorporate it into an optimization model. The aim is to make 
sure that volumes with too high dose is spread out as much 
as possible. A resulting optimization model will be non-convex 
and is likely to be computationally demanding.
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The challenge

It is probably unnecessary to tell that 
climate change from the emission of 
greenhouse gases is a major chal-
lenge for humanity. Freight transport 
contributes a significant share of these 
emissions, around 12% in 2015. Ope-
rations researchers have taken up the 
challenge and develop approaches to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions (in 
particular carbon dioxide).

One particular challenge is that it is often 
difficult to use the vehicle capacity well. 
When a vehicle leaves a depot to make 
deliveries to a set of customers, it can 
start relatively well loaded, but when it 
returns from the last demand point to the 
depot, one can expect that the vehicle 
is empty. In fact, we can observe that 
the load factor of the vehicle (roughly, 
the amount on the vehicle divided by its 
maximum capacity) decreases during 
such a tour. An attractive solution would 
be to find matching loads for the return 

haul, so that the 
spare capacity 
can be utilized. 
For example, we 
could collect waste 
materials, put them 
on the truck, and 
bring them to the 
depot on the same 
tour that we use 
to deliver from the 
depot.

Do such matching 
loads exist? In fore-
stry management, 
a practice is that a 
vehicle takes the 
logs from another 
company with it 
on a return trip 
from the proces-
sing mill. Super-
market chains can 
collect pallets and 
waste materials 

for reuse. Some companies, such as 
Kodak and Vigga.us have developed a 
business model in which the customer 
leases products, meaning that a new 
product (a printing cartridge or clothes) 
is delivered when the old one is picked 
up. Philosophies such as the circular 
economy (http://www.circulareconomy.
com) and cradle-to-cradle (http://www.
cradletocradle.dk) envision a society in 
which companies reuse much of their 
materials. 

In our study, we determine the emission 
savings from combining deliveries and 
collections, called pickups from here on, 
on a truck. Intuitively, it seems clear that 
a well utilized vehicle driving over a shor-
ter distance has lower carbon emissions 
than separate trucks that drive over 
longer distances and that are poorly uti-
lized. However, using OR modeling, we 
show that this may not always be so: we 
determine under which conditions emis-
sion savings are largest and quantify 
these savings.

Our study

In our study, we compute the emission 
savings from combining deliveries and 
pickups on a truck compared to the set-
ups with separate pickup and delivery 
tours. In fact, we consider two combi-
ned set-ups. In the backhauling set-up, 
pickups can only take place on a tour 
after all items have been delivered. We 
thus avoid having items that have been 
picked up and items to be delivered 

Using vehicle routing models to measure 
the environmental impact of combining 
pickups and deliveries

By Marcel Turkensteen and Geir Hasle

Block 1: The considered VRP types

Capacitated VRP (CVRP): the capacity on the vehicle 
limits the load on the vehicle (and thus, how many loca-
tions can be visited). This model is used for both the 
pickup tour and for the delivery tour in the separate set-
up.

VRP with Backhauling (VRPB): a CVRP variant with 
pickup and delivery requests, where all deliveries must 
be made before any pickup. This is the model for the 
backhauling set-up.

Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP): a CVRP variant 
where some locations contain supply that are destined 
for other locations that should be visited after them on a 
tour to drop off the items. 

VRP with Pickup and Deliveries (VRPPD): The 
VRPPD combines delivery and pickup requests (from/
to the depot) and does not have the pairing / same tour 
constraints. If all deliveries originate from the depot and 
all pickups are destined for it, this corresponds to the 
mixing set-up.
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items on the truck at the same time; this 
can be relevant if we wish to separate 
waste materials from new products. 
Moreover, it is sometimes impractical or 
costly to make the effort of loading and 
unloading. In the mixing set-up, pickups 
and delivery can be mixed freely as long 
as the vehicle capacity is not exceeded. 
Since this set-up is the least restrictive, 
it has the shortest distance.

The most obvious research set-up would 
be an empirical study to compare emis-
sions in situations where combined deli-
very and pickup to situations where they 

are not. However, it may be impossible 
to disentangle effects of combing pick-
ups and deliveries from other aspects. 
Combined pickup and delivery tours 
could be conducted with greener or 
larger vehicles, or companies that use 
such tours could be better at routing. In 
order to isolate the effect of combining 
pickups and deliveries, we use OR 
approaches, specifically Vehicle Routing 
Problem (VRP) variants, to determine 
solutions with and without combined 
deliveries and pickups. 

We illustrate our approach with the 

example in Figure 1. There are 
three tours: a delivery tour (blue), 
a pickup tour (red), and a joint 
pickup and delivery tour (green). 
On this latter tour, items are mixed 
freely, as long as the capacity 
of the vehicle of 10 tons is not 
exceeded. All tours start and ter-
minate at the depot.

We can compute the lengths of 
the delivery tour (36 km), the 
pickup (collection) tour (41 km) 
and the joint tour (42 km). The 
distance in the joint tour is almost 

Figure 1: A delivery tour, a pickup (collection) tour, and a joint tour in a fictitious example (distances are given next to the arrows).
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50% shorter than the sum of the distan-
ces of the separate delivery and pickup 
tours. However, in addition to the driven 
distance, the load of the vehicle is a 
cause of carbon emissions as well. In 
fact, the weight of the load can cause up 
to 50% of the emissions of a vehicle; see 
the article “The impact of a vehicle’s load 
on carbon emissions and fuel consump-
tion of trucks”, ORBit 24, p. 7-9. These 
emissions are not saved from combining 
pickups and deliveries. On the contrary, 
items may travel longer to the destina-
tion, so that load-based emissions can 
actually increase. Take the example in 
Figure 1. In the pickup tour, items from 
the first supply point travel 23 km to the 
depot, whereas in the joint tour, they 
pass through two delivery points and 

travel 29 km to the 
depot (for the deli-
very tour, this com-
parison is more 
complicated, as 
the orientation is 
reversed). In other 
words, items make 
a detour from or to 
the depot, which 
we call the detour 
effect. 

As a measure of 
the distance tra-
veled by the load, 
we use the number 
of ton-kilometers 
(tkm), the load on 
each leg in tons 
times the length 
of that leg in km. 
In the delivery tour 
in Figure 1, we 
transport the entire 
demand of 9 tons 
over 10 km, giving 
90 tkm, then, after 
delivering 3 tons, 
we transport 6 
tons over 6 km (36 
tkm), and so on. 

The total number of tkm of the separate 
delivery and pickup tour is 248 compa-
red to the 317 for the joint tour: the joint 
tour thus has 79 tkm more due to the 
detour effect. The question is how large 
the impact of the detour effect on carbon 
emissions can be.

The experiments

In our experiments, we solve a wide 
range of instances. For each of these 
instances, we wish to obtain the 
distance-minimizing solutions in three 
set-ups: separate delivery and pickup, 
backhauling, and mixing. This gives 
rise to four VRPs per instance: one for 
delivery, one for pickup, one for back-

hauling, and one for mixing. Block 1 
provides a description of the resulting 
VRPs. We solve these instances using 
the industrial VRP solver Spider. We 
then calculate the driven distance and 
the number of tkm for each set-up. The 
experiments are described more exten-
sively in Block 2 and 3.

We compute the carbon emissions using 
the following approach. Assume that the 
load on a fully loaded vehicle causes 
20% of the emissions and the vehicle is 
50% loaded, and the emissions of the 
fully loaded vehicle are f. The emissions 
of the empty vehicle are 0.8f, the emis-
sions due to the load on a fully loaded 
vehicle are 0.2f, and the emissions due 
to the load on a 50% loaded vehicle are 
0.5×0.2f. Since emissions are arguably 
proportional to the mass of the load on 
the vehicle, it does not matter whether 
the vehicle is precisely 50% or 50% on 
average. If we know the range of emis-
sions due to the load, typically between 
10 and 50%, we can compute and com-
pare the carbon emissions: these are 
independent of f.

We make some assumptions. Homo-
genous vehicles are used for delivery, 
pickup, and joint deliveries and pick-
ups, there are no time windows on the 
deliveries or the pickups, and there are 
restrictions on the length of a tour (only 
the vehicle capacity determines this). 
In mixing, we do not reserve part of the 
vehicle’s capacity for fetching delivera-
ble items if there are collected items on 
the vehicle. We use Euclidean distances 
between customer locations on a plane, 
but we have performed a few experi-
ments with real road distances that con-
firm our results. 

Results

In general, observed emission savings 
from mixing are between 40% and -1%. 
The load factor is 1.5 - 2 times higher 

Block 2: The experiments

We use Spider, a rich VRP solver developed by the Norwe-
gian research institute SINTEF, to solve modified instan-
ces from the Li & Lim benchmark for the PDPTW (see 
Block 1). The Li & Lim instances contain requests located 
in a plane, with Euclidean distances. Each request has a 
time-window, and either defines supply from another loca-
tion or demand destined to another location (thus, there 
are pairs of demand and supply points). 

We have modified these instances such that all demand 
originates from the depot and all supply be destined for 
the depot. For each instance, we create four solutions: a 
delivery solution (through the demand locations), a pickup 
solution (through the supply locations), a backhauling 
solution, and a mixing solution.  By manipulating the time-
windows, we can ensure that deliveries take place before 
pickups in the backhauling set-up. In all other set-ups, we 
ignore the time-windows are ignored. We can thus save 
four VRPPD instances (pickup, delivery, backhauling, and 
mixing) and compare the results.

The instances contain clustered and uniformly distributed 
locations as well as a mix of those. We modify these 
instances to create joint demand and supply locations 
and instances where total demand and supply quantities 
are unequal.
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Block 3: The experiments with continuous approxima-
tion

In the field of continuous approximation, the total distance of VRP tours have 
been determined under the assumption that an unlimited number of locations 
have to be visited that are uniformly distributed in a plane. The distance is pro-
portional to the square root of the number of locations times the size of the 
area, plus the distance from the depot to the first and last locations in the area 
(the headways). We use this approach to measure the emission savings from 
backhauling and mixing computationally.

than in the other set-ups. Distance 
savings are between 25 and 50%, but 
slightly less if supply and demand are 
unequal. The highest emission savings 
are obtained if the impact of the load 
on total emissions is low. For backhau-
ling, the observed emission savings are 
between 30 and -1% but often around 
5-10%. Load factors are similar to those 
observed in the separate delivery and 
pickup set-ups.

Interestingly, both the mixing and 
backhauling set-ups can have higher 
carbon emission levels than the sepa-
rate delivery and pickup set-up of a 
given instance. We observe this phen-
omenon for mixing, which we call the 
mixing paradox, for one instance with 
uniformly distributed locations where 
the detour effect exceeds the impact of 
distance savings. In case of backhau-
ling, we observe emission increases if 
the distance savings are minimal and 
the allocation of items to the vehicle 
happens to lead to a larger load factor 
than in the separate delivery and pickup 
tours. 

Analysis

Several factors have an impact on 
carbon emissions. Firstly, large vehicle 
capacity leads to many visits per tour 
and the detour effect can become large 
(assuming that few locations have both 
demand and supply). This makes mixing 
and to a lesser degree backhauling 
unattractive. A large distance from the 
depots to the first and last locations 
(called headways) increase the emission 
savings from both mixing and backhau-
ling. The presence of many joint demand 
and supply locations makes mixing 
attractive. Consider, for example, the 
case where all points have both demand 
and supply: now a mixing set-up could 
have half the distance of the separate 
and the backhauling set-ups. Finally, 
unequal demand and supply quantities 
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have a dual effect: the distance savings 
from backhauling and mixing are lower 
but the size of the detour effect decrea-
ses as well.

Practical implications

We have constructed a stylized model 
of joint delivery and pickup. Neverthe-
less, this stylized model allows us to 
determine under which conditions back-
hauling and mixing can be most effec-
tive or even counter-productive. This is 
for example so if a van serves an urban 

area from a depot at the edge of the city: 
this has the properties of a case where 
mixing and to a lesser degree back-
hauling lead to emission savings. If, on 
the other hand, a large vehicle picks up 
items from and delivers items to many 
locations on a tour, emission savings are 
likely to be much smaller. This illustrates 
that OR models can be suited not only to 
optimize decisions, but also to emulate 
the behavior of actors within transport 
and logistics and provide insight.
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Maritime transport is the backbone of 
international trade and a key engine 
driving globalization. n recent years, 
increasing fuel prices, growing conge-
stion, depressed market conditions and 
environmental issues as regards emis-
sions from transport have brought a 
new perspective to maritime transporta-
tion. In addition to being ecient from an 
economic perspective, the global mari-
time chain has to signicantly improve 
its environmental image (Psaraftis and 
Kontovas [2]). As noted in the 3rd Inter-
national Maritime Organisation (IMO) 
Green House Gas (GHG) Study 2014 

By Christos Kontovas and Line Reinhardt  

Masters in Maritime Management

[3] international shipping emitted 2.2% 
of the world's anthropogenic CO2 emis-
sions on average between 2007 and 
2012. Air pollution from ships such as 
NOx and SOx is currently at the center 
stage of discussion by the world ship-
ping community and the role of Ope-
rations Research (OR) and Manage-
ment Science (MS) in reducing the 
environmental externalities of maritime 
transport will get increased attention. 
Thus education in the area of maritime 
management is needed.

Motivation

In addition to the mentioned environ-
mental issues which must be addres-
sed by management a report about 
the future of maritime engineers [1] 
commissioned by The Danish Maritime 
Fond and The Danish Academy of Tech-
nical Sciences (ATV) notes that vessel 
operators and the maritime authorities 
need engineers who can manage and 
optimize maritime operations. Among 
others it is mentioned that On top of the 
general core competence, the industry 
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The maritime management 
prole

The aim of a Master prole is to strengt-
hen the management aspect in the 
maritime area. Moreover the hope is 
also to encourage and strengthen the 
maritime aspect in the management stu-
dents. Clearly some elementary cour-
ses with basis knowledge in the area 
of management are relevant but these 
must be supplemented by courses with 
very specic knowledge in the maritime 
management area. Graduates with a 
maritime management prole should be 
able to assess, manage and provide 
decision support for a variety of chal-
lenging situation of maritime companies 
using their knowledge of the operations, 
management practices and possibilities 
in the maritime industry.

regulated, competitive maritime industry. 
A Maritime Management prole should 
provide insight into management of 
maritime operations in order to produce 
graduates who can not only manage 
maritime operations of companies, but 
also improve the competitiveness of 
maritime companies. Development of 
courses and a project portfolio is needed 
in order to enhance the students com-
petencies within the area of maritime 
management.

today requests broader, multidisciplinary 
engineering competence, such as ope-
rations management, optimization and 
economy, performance management, 
risk management and understanding of 
environmental issues, legislation and 
the global maritime industry as a whole.

The mission of the Maritime Manage-
ment prole is to inspire, nurture and edu-
cate maritime managers of tomorrow’s 
technology driven and environmentally 
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Profile structure

The maritime specic courses should 
have a close collaboration with the indu-
stry. Such collaboration can be done by 
having guest lectures performed by the 
industry and other experts in the mari-
time management eld. These expert lec-
tures will give the students knowledge 
of the industry current level of maritime 
management and their desired level. For 
graduate students industry lectures tend 
to be very motivating as they can clearly 
see the relevance of what they are lea-
rning. Moreover the guest lectures also 
helps the teacher with ensuring that the 
course material is in touch with the way 
the industry operates. Smaller or bigger 
assignments should be used to cover 
the problems faced by the industry. 
Clearly the material taught in a  ourse is 
often a very simplied version of the situ-
ation in the industry. However simplied is 
not bad as long as it is a good basis for 
the more complex problem. However it 
is important to both show the relevance 
of the simplied version of the problem 
and to make the students aware that in 
real-life the problems are larger or more 
complex.

The maritime management courses 
must provide the students with :

• Knowledge and understanding of the 
maritime industry operations.

• Knowledge and understanding of regu-
lations and international situations aec-
ting the maritime industry.

• Knowledge of management tools and 
optimization tools currently used in the 
maritime industry.

• Knowledge of a range of dierent met-
hods which can be used to optimize 
prots and reduce costs in the maritime 
industry

• Experience of applying decision sup-
port methods on simple case problems 
faced by the maritime industry.

• Experience with applying decision sup-
port methods on new problems faced by 
the maritime industry

• Experience with creating new decision 
support methods for decision support 
tools for the maritime industry.

• Experience of evaluating the quality of 
methods and the potential problems in 
the maritime industry.

The above knowledge is delivered to 

the students through a strong collabora-
tion between the actors in the maritime 
industry with their contact with students 
through presentations on the courses, 
excursions to ports and other maritime 
companies and thesis projects.

a) Thesis projects

For the students to truly have an experi-
ence with the industry and industry pro-
blems it is important for the students to 
complete a bigger project in the maritime 
area in collaboration with a company. It 
is therefore important to collect a wide 
set of projects in the area of maritime 
management in collaboration with indu-
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stry partners and dierent supervisors. 
These project proposals should be col-
lected in a portfolio to both enable the 
student to nd the project which suits 
them and to inform the students and 
supervisors of the wide range of projects 
in the area of maritime management. 
This project portfolio could also serve as 
a basis for collaboration between super-
visors in dierent research areas or with 
dierent specialities. 

b) Courses in maritime 
management

At DTU Management Science cour-
ses involving maritime management 
are oered at graduate level. The cur-
rent courses are: 42124 Quantitative 
decision support in maritime shipping • 
42885 Maritime Logistics • 42884 Green 
Logistics • 41275 Ship operations

These courses should be seen as an 
addition maritime management addition 
to a studyline in management, mecha-
nics, chemistry or compute.

c) Society of researchers and 
graduate students in maritime 
management

To ensure knowledge sharing among 
researchers and to align research and 
teaching with industry needs a society 
for researchers in maritime manage-
ment should be organized. Such a soci-
ety should have focus on the young 
and emerging researchers to ensure a 
continuous mass of qualied researchers 
and students in the area for continuous 
development in the eld and collaborati-
ons. It is important that both the industry 
is aware of the knowledge of the gra-
duate students and that graduate stu-
dents are aware of the possibilities in the 
industry. It is also important to ensure a 
continuous and relevant education in 
the maritime management area which 
evolves with the industry. To this extent 

it is important to have a forum where 
research can be presented. For the indu-
stry it is important that they get involved 
with dening the problems addressed as 
early as possible to ensure that the pro-
blems investigated reect the desires of 
the industry.

Conclusion

The aim for the maritime management 
prole is to within a few years to educate 
and graduate students with a maritime 
management prole. This prole will as 
described ensure a ow of graduates 
which can help the Danish maritime 
industry. Several dierent tools such as 
industry guest lectures and collaborate 
meeting are put in place to ensure that 
the prole evolves with the industry chan-
ges and challenges.
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The easiest way to have an impact on 
DORS is by joining the board. The board 
aims at being just as diverse as our 
members and include members from 
academia and the industry as well as 
students to experienced professionals.  

The board is the leading body that both 
set the direction of DORS and execute our strategy of advan-
cing research and applications of operations research in 
Denmark. This is done through our events, mailing list and of 
course our member magazine ORbit. 

The board consists of up to 8 members and have board meet-
ings every second month where we exchange ideas and 
decide what should be accomplished in the near future. Some 
of the larger tasks are planning the Applications of Optimiza-
tion conference. This includes to find and book a location, find 

How is it to be on the DORS board? 

By Michael Lindahl

speakers and promote the event to the rest of our members. 
Other tasks include promoting DORS to students and being in 
contact with the international organization EURO.

Joining the DORS board is a great way to extend you net-
work within the operations research community as we have a 
lot of contact with people from the many different companies 
and institutions that are a member of our organization. It is 
also a good way to develop your management skills by being 
responsible of running an organization with many members 
and plan and execute events.  

DORS is only as good as the effort we put into it, and the more 
members who want to contribute to our organization the more 
the organization can contribute to our members. 

So if you want to help promote operations research, build a 
great network and improve your organizational skills, then join 
the DORS Board at the next general assembly! 

The DORS board making big plans. From the left: Niels-Christian Fink Bagger, Jonas Ahmt, Simon Kristiansen og Dario Pacino.

The annual cycle of work for DORS. 
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Culling pigs under price fluctuations

By Reza Pourmoayed and Lars Relund Nielsen

Pig production in Denmark
In Denmark approximately 30 million piglets are produ-
ced in every year. A significant number of these piglets 
are exported to other countries (around 11 mill) and the 
rest of them (approx. 19 million) are sent to fattening 
units in Denmark. The number of pig farms in Denmark 
are approximately 3600 where 50% are finishing farms, 
30% are integrated farms (both sow and finishing pigs), 
and the remaining 20% are sow farms (Danish Agricul-
ture and Food Council, 2015). Pork constitutes about 
5% of the Danish export representing a profit of about 
30 billion DKK per year (Landbrug & Fødevarer, 2015).

In the production of finishing pigs, pig marketing refers to a 
sequence of culling decisions until the production unit is empty. 
The profit of a production unit is highly dependent on the price 
of pork, the cost of feeding and the cost of buying piglets. 
Price fluctuations in the market consequently influence the 
profit, and the optimal marketing decisions may change under 
different price conditions. We formulate a stochastic dynamic 
optimization model that optimize the expected reward per time 
unit. The state of the system is based on information about 
pork, piglet and feed prices. Moreover, the information is 
updated using a Bayesian approach and embedded into the 
model.

In the production of finishing pigs, i.e. from inserting the pig-
lets (with a weight of approx. 30 kg) into the finishing unit 
until marketing/culling the pigs for slaughter (with a weight of 
approx. 100-110 kg), one of the important operational deci-
sions is marketing of pigs for slaughter at pen level. It refers 
to a sequence of culling decisions until the production unit is 
empty. 

In the finishing unit, animals are grouped at different levels: 
herd, section, pen, and animal. Herd is a group of sections, a 
section includes some pens, and a finisher pen involves some 
animals (usually 15-20).

In general pigs grow with different growth rates in the pen and 
obtain their slaughter weight at different times. Hence, during 
the last weeks of the growing period, the decision maker 
should determine which pigs should be selected for slaughter 
(individual marketing). Next, after a sequence of individual 
marketings, the decision maker should decide when to ter-
minate the whole pen, i.e. all the remaining pigs are sent to 
the abattoir (pen termination) and the pen is prepared for a 
new batch of pigs. For more information about the production 
process of finisher pigs see Pourmoayed and Nielsen (2014).

Decisions when considering the finishing unit must be taken 
in a stochastic production environment. First, pigs do not grow 
with the same growth rate, i.e. there will be a high degree of 
uncertainty about the weight of the pigs during the growing 
period. Moreover, the reward of marketing a pig depends on 
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the pork price of the carcass weight, the cost of buying the 
piglet, i.e. the piglet price, and the cost of feeding (feed price) 
at the time when the feed stock is bought. That is, weekly fluc-
tuations in pork, feed, and piglet prices may have an impact 
on decisions on when to market the pigs and buy more feed. 
Hence, it is relevant to take into account stochastic elements 
when modelling marketing decisions.

We model sequential marketing decisions under price fluctua-
tions at pen level using a two-level hierarchical Markov deci-
sion process (HMDP). The state of the system is based on 
information about pork, piglet and feed prices. The model con-
siders time series of pork, piglet and feed prices obtained from 
the market and a learning approach based on Bayesian upda-
ting is applied to update price information using the historical 
data which is embedded into the HMDP. More precisely, state 
space models for Bayesian forecasting (West and Harrison, 
1997) are employed to update the future estimates of pork, 
piglet and feed prices on a weekly basis. For more details 
about the Bayesian forecasting of price information, the inte-
rested reader can refer to Pourmoayed (2016, Sec. 3.4).

Modelling approach

Marketing decisions are modelled using a two-level HMDP. 
An HMDP is an extension of a semi-Markov decision pro-
cess (semi-MDP) (Tijms, 2003, Chapter 7) where a series of 
finite-horizon semi-MDPs are combined into one infinite time-
horizon process  to the founder level called the founder pro-
cess (Kristensen and Jørgensen, 2000). The idea is to expand 

stages of a process to so-called child processes, which again 
may expand stages further to new child processes leading to 
multiple levels.

Figure 1 illustrates an HMDP with two levels using a state-
expanded hypergraph (Nielsen and Kristensen, 2006). At the 
first level, a single infinite-horizon founder process p0 is defi-
ned. Let pl+1 denote a child process at level l +1. Process pl+1 

is uniquely defined by a given stage nl, state il and action al of 
its parent process pl. For instance, the semi-MDP p1 in Figure 
1 is defined at stage n0, state i0 and action a0 of the founder 
process p0 symbolized by the notation p1 = (p0 || (n0, i0, a0) ). At 
the lowest level (Level 2 in Figure 1) the HMDP consists of a 
set of finite-horizon semi-MDPs. 

A policy is a decision rule/function that assigns to each state 
in a process a (jump) action. That is, choosing a policy cor-
responds to choosing a single hyperarc out of each node in 
Figure 1. Given a policy, the reward at a stage of a parent 
process equals the total expected rewards of the correspon-
ding child process. For instance, in Figure 1, the reward of 
choosing action a0 in state i0 at stage n0 in process p0 equals 
the total expected reward of process p1. Different optimality 
criteria may be considered. In this paper, our optimality crite-
rion is to maximize the expected reward per time unit and the 
optimal policy of the HMDP is found using a modified policy 
iteration algorithm. For a detailed description of the algorithm, 
the interested reader may consult Kristensen and Jørgensen 
(2000) and Nielsen and Kristensen (2014).
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Model

We consider a pen with maximum 18 pigs. The piglets are 
inserted into the pen in the beginning of week 1 and are gro-
wing there for maximum 15 weeks. Since pigs in general grow 
with different growth rates, they obtain their slaughter weight 
at different times and hence during the last weeks of the gro-
wing period (from week 9 to 15) the farmer should determine 
which pigs should be selected for slaughter (individual mar-
keting). Theses decisions are taken on a weekly basis and a 
decision must be taken some days before each delivery. Next, 
after a sequence of individual marketings, the farmer must 
decide when to terminate the pen. Terminating a pen means 
that the remaining pigs in the pen are sent to the slaughter-
house (in one delivery) and after cleaning the pen, another 
group of piglets (each weighing approx. 30 kg) is inserted into 
the pen and the production cycle is repeated.

At the start of a new production cycle, a new batch of piglets 
and the required feed stock are bought using the market piglet 
and feed prices and, within the marketing window (week 9 to 
15), pigs are sold to the abattoir using a pork price function. 

In order to model sequential marketing decisions under price 
fluctuations using the two-level HMDP, stages, states, actions, 
rewards and the transition probabilities of each process must 
be defined. We give a rough description below. For further 
details see Pourmoayed (2016, Sec. 3).

Founder process p0

• Stage: A production cycle of 18 pigs, i.e. from inserting the 
piglets into the pen until terminating the pen.

• Time horizon: Infinite (the pen is filled and emptied an infinite 
number of times).

• States: A state i0 represents our information about the market 
pork, piglet and feed prices.

• Actions: A single jump action a0 representing insertion of the 
piglets into the pen.

• Rewards: The cost of buying new piglets at the start of the 
production cycle.

Child process p1 = (p0 || (n0, i0, a0) )
• Stage: The first stage represents the period from insertion 
of the piglets (week 1) until the start of marketing decisions 
(week 9). The remaining stages represent a week in the mar-
keting period (weeks 9 to 15).

• Time horizon: The maximum number of stages is 15-9+2.

• States: Given a stage a state is defined using two state vari-
ables representing:

• Information related to price deviations from the pork, 
piglet and feed price given in state i0, acquired using 
Bayesian updating.
• Number of pigs in the pen.

Figure 1: An illustration of a stage in an HMDP (Pourmoayed, 2016). At the founder level (Level 0) there is a single infinite-horizon founder 
process p0. A child process, such as p1 at Level 1 (oval box), is uniquely defined by a given stage, state (node), and action (hyperarc) of its 
parent process and linked with the parent process using its initial probability distribution (solid lines) and its terminating actions (dashed lines). 
Each process at level 2 is a semi-MDP. Note that only a subset of the actions have been shown in the figure.
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• Actions: At the first stage, marketing is not possible and the 
production process continues.

At the next stages, the possible actions are “continue”, “ter-
minate”, and a set of actions implying that the q heaviest pigs 
are culled (individual marketing). Finally, at the last stage the 
pen must be terminated.

• Rewards: Given a state, the expected rewards for actions 
“continue”, “terminate” and “cull q pigs” are calculated using 
the expected revenue from selling the pigs minus the expected 
cost of feeding the remaining pigs.

The transition probabilities of the model depends on the stati-
stical model used for Bayesian updating of the price informa-
tion (for more details see Pourmoayed (2016, Sec 3.4)).

Figure 2: Price fluctuations in the three scenarios. In Scenario 1, the trends of feed and piglet prices are unfavourable and the trend of pork 
price is favourable. In Scenario 2, the trends of pork and feed prices are favourable and the trend of piglet price is unfavourable. In Scenario 
3, the trends of pork and feed prices are unfavourable and the trend of piglet price is favourable.

Results

To find the optimal policy of the HMDP, the model was coded 
using the C++ and R (R Core Team, 2015). The optimal policy 
was calculated using the modified policy iteration algorithm 
using the R package ”MDP” (Nielsen, 2009). The source code 
is available on-line (Pourmoayed and Nielsen, 2015).

To see the behaviour of the optimal policy under different pat-
terns of price fluctuations we consider three scenarios, illu-
strated in Figure 2, over a period of 15 weeks assuming that 
the production cycle starts at week one and ends at the start 
of week 15 at the latest:

Scenario 1: Favourable trend of pork price and unfavourable 
trends of feed and piglet prices. Pork price increases from 
10.3 to 11.3 DKK, feed price increases from 1.79 to 1.92 DKK 
and piglet price increases from 336 to 396 DKK. This scenario 
is based on the historical data from weeks 11-25 in 2012.
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In Scenarios 1 and 2, fluctuations of pork and piglet prices 
are the same while the fluctuations in feed price are different. 
By comparing the two scenarios, we observe that the diffe-
rent trends of the feed price have a significant impact on the 
optimal policy. In Scenario 2, a decreasing feed price leads 
to an earlier termination (at week 11) compared to Scenario 
1 with an increasing feed price (termination at week 15). Note 
that when the pen is terminated, a low feed price affects the 
feeding cost of the next production cycle and hence when the 
feed price is low, it may be beneficial to terminate the pen 
earlier and start a new production cycle. On the other hand, 
an increasing feed price (in Scenario 1) during the marketing 
period (an increase from 1.83 to 1.92 in weeks 9-15) results in 
a longer production cycle and individual marketings in weeks 
11 to 14.

In Scenario 3, we have an increasing trend in feed prices 
(similar to Scenario 1) but unlike Scenarios 1 and 2, the trends 
of pork and piglet prices are decreasing in this scenario (see 
Figure 2). Here a decreasing piglet price does not result in an 
earlier termination as we had in Scenario 2. Like in Scena-
rio 1, the termination occurs at week 15 in this scenario too, 
which is due to the increasing trend of the feed price. That is, 

Scenario 2: Favourable trends of pork and feed prices and 
unfavourable trend of piglet price. Pork price increases from 
10.3 to 11.3 DKK, feed price decreases from 1.79 to 1.66 DKK 
and piglet price increases from 336 to 396 DKK. 

Scenario 3: Unfavourable trends of pork and feed prices and 
favourable trend of piglet price. Pork price decreases from 
10.3 to 9.3 DKK, feed price increases from 1.79 to 1.92 DKK 
and piglet price decreases from 362 to 328 DKK. 

During the 15 weeks period, the average weight in the pen 
increases from 26.8 to 128.9 kg with a standard deviation 
increasing from 3 to 15.4 kg. Notice that the growth of the pigs 
is the same in the three scenarios and hence the only factor 
affecting the marketing policy is the price information.

The results for each scenario are illustrated in Figure 3. The 
optimal decision is shown just above the x-axis where the 
numbers denote the number of the heaviest pigs culled from 
the pen (decision “cull q pigs”), the letter “T” indicates the “ter-
minate” decision , and the letter “C” corresponds to continuing 
the production process (“continue” decision). The bars show 
the number of remaining pigs in the pen before making a deci-
sion. 

Figure 3: Optimal decisions of the HMDP for the three scenarios. The optimal decision is shown just above the x-axis where the numbers 
denote the number of the heaviest pigs culled from the pen (decision “cull q pigs”), the letter “T” indicates the “terminate” decision, and the 
letter “C” corresponds to continuing the production process (“continue” decision). The bars show the number of remaining pigs in the pen 
before making a decision.
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the feed price compared to the piglet price has a higher impact 
on the optimal policy and reward. This observation was also 
supported in Pourmoayed, Nielsen, and Kristensen (2016). 
We also see that in Scenario 3 the fraction of remaining pigs 
in the pen in every week of the marketing period is lower than 
Scenario 1. This is because of the increasing trend of pork 
price in Scenario 1 that makes it more beneficial to keep more 
pigs in the pen and sell them in the next weeks while in Sce-
nario 3 it is better to sell the pigs earlier since the pork price 
decreases in the next weeks.
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